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concePt

las vegas has always been a city in flux. With its ever-changing skyline, entertainment, and even 

residents, it’s hard to find one icon that is truly ours.  When you look at the history of las vegas there is 

not much. mobsters, movie stars, millionaires. However, there is one interesting part of the city that 

makes it so much of what it is and in recent years has seen a newfound adoration from its citizens, 

atomic weapons testing. in the height of the manhattan project, las vegas found itself just miles away 

from some of the most rigorous and extensive nuclear testing to be done in the mainland United states.

The explosions became part of life in las vegas. citizens embraced and assimilated them into everyday 

life. They held miss. atomic pageants. They had atomic cocktails. They even had bleachers on 

Freemont street for atomic blast watching parties. The tests and the culture they created shaped what 

las vegas was and has become. in recent years the citizens of this desert oasis have embraced their 

history and a sort of ‘atomic revival’ has been born. Through art, music, and culture, the aesthetics of 

the atomic age are as much a part of life in las vegas today as they were in the 50’s. 

and so, we felt nothing was more apt appropriate to represent las vegas than a giant  

unexploded nuclear ordnance.



DescriPtion

The effigy will mimic a nuclear bomb. Tilted at a 10 degree angle, 

creating the effect that it fell from the sky and embedded itself into 

the Playa without exploding. The structure will stand at 30’ tall and 

be approximately 16’ wide. The front of the piece will have the 

atomic Dream neon. on the back of the piece will be a door 

serving as access to the inside. inside will be a small bar, and 

suspended above will be the atomic chandelier. This piece will  

pay homage to atomic design and will illuminate the interior of  

the structure. 

at the top of the piece, in the center of the tail fin, will be five 

flame effects. one large poofer surrounded by four small ones. as 

users press the buttons below these will go off creating an effect of 

the engines still sputtering even though the bomb is lodged into the 

ground (i know it’s not a rocket but it’s about the show). The exterior 

will also be illuminated by strips of leDs running along the vertical 

ribs of the structure. These will shift in an upward motion through 

yellow, white and red, mimicking the color pallet of the neon sign. 

The structure and fuel depot can be used for a variety of events 

through the week. some loose ideas are a small late night vegas 

style cocktail party on certain nights. There will be televisions 

displaying erra footage. Perhaps a card game at the fuel depot. 

our vision is to create an interactive space with an educational 

aspect. it will have social comentary in a playful way. 

The plan is to build the sculpture and display it at the las vegas 

regional event in the spring. There we will be able to run all systems. 

at the burn, where the sculpture will burn, our vision is to add pyro 

to the show. nothing says atomic like a massive firebomb. This 

element would be the perfect end to the nuclear dream story.



Design

sTrUcTUre:

The structure will consist of three pieces, the body, the spherical 

joint, and the tailfin. The whole piece will stand at a little under 30’ 

and will be around 16’ wide at its widest. The footprint will be around 

15’ long by 13’ wide. The structure will be tilted at 10 degrees. 

The body is made of 16 sections and is split into three parts, bottom 

(section a), middle (section B), and top (section c). The top 

section is 2.5’ high with a diameter of 8.75’. This is made of 16 

pieces radiating outward at an angle of 45 degrees. section B is 

the main mass of the body. This section stands at 17.25’ with a 

width at its base of 16’. like section a, this portion is made of 16 

identical pieces at an angle of 10 degrees. The front two panels  

of the structure will incorporate a mounting mechanism for the 

nuclear Dream neon. The back two panels will have the door cut 

into the bottom section of them. This doorway will be rounded at 

the top paying homage to the era’s design. The bottom will also be 

made of 16 sections, however, these will vary in size. This will be the 

base of the structure and so, the variance in size will create the 

desired 10-degree tilt. The maximum height of this section, at the 

front of the piece, is 3.75’, while the back end sits 6” off on the 

ground. This section will also act as the anchor for the structure so 

on the inside, where the vertical ribs of the piece meet, will be 

anchor slots for rebar to go into the ground. These will be bolted to 

each vertical rib with two bolts and will be secured into the ground 

with 2’ rebar. 

The second part of the structure is the cylindrical joint. This component 

will act as the transition between the body and the tailfin. The 

bottom of the cylinder will have a 16-sided hole cut into it that will 

fit around the 16 sides of the top of section a of the body. This will 

nest in and be secured to the body. The top of the cylinder will 

have a square hole cut into it where the square base of the tailfin 

will nest. it will also feature slots for the diagonal tail fin supports to 

nest into. This will secure the tailfin to the main hull of the structure. 

The tailfin will be square in shape. it will be based around a 4’ x 5’ 

box. This box will house a slightly smaller box containing the 

expansion chambers and plumbing for the flame effects system. 

This box will be made out of steel and sheet metal and will have  

a sheet metal lid with holes drilled for aeration and for plumbing. 



The flame effects will be 1’ to 1.5’ from the top of this container. 

The central box will in turn, have eight polygonal pieces radiating 

outward. The fin itself will be attached to these pieces. The fin will 

be 3’ in height and 8’ x 8’ in width. 

nUclear Dream neon:

The nuclear Dream neon will be one of the centerpieces of the 

sculpture it will be 4’ x 4’ and will adorn the two front panels of  

the sculpture. it will be made of three-color neon. The typography 

will read nuclear on top arched upward and Dream arched 

downward on the bottom of the composition. in the middle, in 

yellow, will be the fallout symbol. The symbol is made of three 

polygons radiating from the center. it would be nice if we could 

make all six of these and have neon flash three at a time creating 

the effect of the symbol spinning. in the very center of the 

composition will be a small flame icon. This will be in red neon.  

also in red neon will be the secondary typography. This will flank 

the icon on either side. on the left will be the letters “lv” and on 

the right will be the number 14, which stands for las vegas 2014. 

(look at icon artwork for visual reference)

aTomic cHanDelier: 

Just as the neon is the centerpiece for the exterior of the sculpture 

so will the chandelier be the centerpiece for the interior. suspended 

in the center of the hull the piece will pulsate as it shifts through the 

three hues in the color pallet, red, yellow and white. The piece will 

consist of one large globe, 24” in diameter, surrounded by 16 smaller 

globes 9” in diameter. all globes will be made of white acrylic. The 

total size of the chandelier is 2’ tall x 5.5’ wide.

The central globe will consist of two hemispheres, 24” in diameter  

x 11” in depth with a 1” flange. These will be on top and bottom  

of a 2” high steel cylinder. The cylinder will have 16 equally spaced 

holes that surround its circumference. steel rods will protrude from 

these 1’ and terminate with the 9” globes. The rods will be welded 

to a central plate for stability. The central plate will be housed 

inside the 2” cylinder. a steel cable will also be attached to this 

plate and be used to suspend the fixture from the ceiling of the 

sculpture. The lights will run on their own arduino based system.  

The chandelier will be designed and fabricated by BoKo Fine art. 



FUel DePoT:

The fuel depot for this sculpture will also embody the atomic testing 

theme. During the tests mock houses were set up to show the 

effects on an era home. The Fuel depot will be a miniature 

representation of this type of home. it will be comprised of two 

rooms. one will be the display room. This will have some era decor 

and of course mannequins dressed in the appropriate attire. The 

other room will be where the propane tanks will be housed. This will 

hide the tanks from site creating a seamlesslook. The house will be 

approximately 9’ in height and have a floorplan of 16’ x 12’. it will 

compliment the towering structure of the nuke.

Flame eFFecTs:

The flame effects will consist of four small poofers surrounding one 

large poofer. The majority of the plumbing and electronics will be 

housed in the steel box nested in the tailfin. These components will 

be one 20 lb expansion tank for the large poofer surrounded by 

four, five pound tanks for the small ones. The four small poofers will 

run ½” plumbing. They will have ½” 12v solenoids to release the 

expanded propane upon trigger. The large poofer will be a 1.5” 

system with a 1.5” valve and plumbing. 

inside the box will be the pilot light system. This will consist of one 

hose splitting into five lines. These will in turn run ¼” copper tubing 

into a halo above each effects pipe. This will be regulated by a 

nozzle on the ground making it easy to operate. The bottom of  

the steel box will have five holes with the hose attachment sticking 

out. This will make it easy to hook up the plumbing once the 

sculpture is up. 

This means that there will be a total of six propane hoses running  

to the top of the sculpture. These will be bundled and run up the 

backside on the inside of the piece. The lines will go underground 

to the fuel depot. The system will be fed by six 100 lb tanks  

and one 20 lb tank. The 100 lb tanks will feed the expansion 

chambers, one for each of the small poofers and two for the central 

poofer (this will use more gas as it is a larger valve). The pilot lights 

will be fed from the 20 lb tank making that system independent. 

of course the plumbing and flame effects will incorporate pressure 

regulators and safety shut off valves on ground level. During 

operation a fire safety team will be on duty. During the burn  

a team of volunteers will be responsible for fire perimeter.



liGHTinG sysTem/elecTrical:

The lighting of the piece will be subtle but beautiful. The idea is to 

make the neon and the chandelier the heroes and use other 

lighting to outline the shape of the piece. The neon will be in the 

center of the front panels. running up each spine will be leD strips. 

These will go from the base to the top of section c. There will also 

be strips outlining the square tail-fin and the diagonals connecting it 

to the central box.

The lighting system will shift starting at the bottom through yellow, 

red and white and the hues between them. This will create an 

upward motion leading the eye up the façade of the sculpture. a 

subtle glistening effect. 

inside, it will be all up to the chandelier and the bar. The main light 

source will be the chandelier with a pulsating steadiness as it goes 

through the three hues. The desired effect will be that the whole 

inside will glow a uniform color. This is intended to mimic the core 

reactor. Dazzling on the outside and steady on the inside.

*Wiring and lighting systems for the leD strips are to be determined based on further 

research and design.

exPerience:

The experence aspect of this piece will be intricate to conveying 

our story. inside the sculpture will be small televisions that will display 

erra footage of atomic tests, duck and cover videos and era 

footage. There may also be signs on how to survive a nuclear blast. 

Perhaps we can even arange for a daytime seminar or two.  

The fuel depot will also have the educational aspect as a time 

capsule of sorts. 

Throughout the week we will also hold themed shows. Burlesque, 

cabaret, and parties. These will be meant to entartain and tell the 

story of the time. The installation makes a powerful statement, first 

about the brutality of nuclear weapons and second as a statement 

on what was the american dream. That perfect time in american 

history, the atomic age. 



materials

all material are only estimates and may change as design of individual components 

progresses. This is meant to form an estimate of required parts and components.

sTrUcTUre:
2x4 (TBD)
4’ x 8’ sheets of wood (TBD)
4’ x 8’ 1” plywood x2
Hardware
rebar

nUclear Dream neon:
extension cord
neon sign (To be custom made)
mounting Hardware

aTomic cHanDelier: 
20 x 9” globe acrylic fixtures
2 x 24” x 11” hemispheres
steel tubing x 20’
steel plate, 1’ x 1’ x .125” thick
steel cable
hardware, nuts and bolts (various sizes)
wire x50’ (conductors and type TBD)
connectors (TBD)
xlr connectors x4 male and female

sheet metal (long strip)
rubber gaskets (For fixtures)
leDs (TBD) x30
arduino
Project Box
switch
Transformer
Terminal Blocks
Bread Board
spade connectors
Fuses/fuse holders

FUel DePoT:
2x4 planks 
roofing      
4’ x 8’ Plywood (x8)     
manaquen      
Furniture and props     
Hinges      
Hardware 

 

Flame eFFecTs:
Black iron Pipe .5” diameter 2.5’ length (x4)
Black iron Pipe 1.5” diameter 2.5’ length (x1)
stainless steel wool
copper tubing ¼” (x25’)
Black iron fittings (assorted)
Brass fittings (assorted)
Project boxes
Buttons
Wire 16/2 (x100)

liGHTinG sysTem/elecTrical:
Ws2811 rGB leD stip (x200m (comes in 5m rolls))
Wire (x 500’)
controller (TBD)
switch
Fuses/fuse-box
Project boxes
Terminal blocks
spade connectors



estimateD cost

The following costs are only estimates and will likely change once the design in process. 

These are only meant as a starting point for this project. also, overage has been added for 

some unexpected costs.

sTrUcTUre:
2” x 6” (TBD) $750 
2” x 4” (TBD)      $250
4’ x 10’ sheets luon (TBD +50sheets)    $1,500
4’ x 8’ 3/4” plywood x 20 $500
4’ x 8’ 1” plywood x2      $100
Hardware      $500
rebar      $60
overage     $750

total:  $4,410

nUclear Dream neon:
extension cords      $150
neon sign (To be custom made)      $3,000 
(estimated cost needs to be priced out)

mounting Hardware      $50
overage      $250

total:  $3,450

aTomic cHanDelier: 
20 x 9” globe acrylic fixtures      $350
2 x 24” x 11” hemispheres      $250
steel tubing x 20’      $50
steel plate 1’ x 1’ x .125” thick       *na
steel cable      $15
hardware, nuts and bolts (various sizes)      $75
wire x 50’ (conductors and type TBD)       $200
connectors (TBD)      $10
xlr connectors x 4 male and female      $50
sheet metal (long strip)      *na 
rubber gaskets (For fixtures)      $100
leDs (TBD) x30      $150
arduino mega      $75
Project Box      $35
switches      $10
Transformer      $20
Terminal Blocks      $25
Bread Board      $15
spade connectors      $50  
(should take care of all spade connector needs)

Fuses/fuse holders      $25
overage      $250

total:  $1,755

liGHTinG sysTem/elecTrical:
Ws2811 rGB leD strip (x400m (comes in 5m rolls) $2,500
Wire (x 1000’)      $600
controller (TBD)      $150
switches      $10
Fuses/fuse-box      $25
Project boxes      $30
Terminal blocks      $25
spade connectors      na
overage     $500

total:     $3,850



Flame eFFecTs:
Black iron Pipe .5” diameter 3’ length (x 4)  $100
Black iron Pipe 1” diameter 3’ length (x 1)  $50
electric ignitors $200
stainless steel wool      $100
copper tubing ¼” (x 25’)      $30
Black iron fittings (assorted)      $100
Brass fittings (assorted)      $100
Hoses      $500
Propane tanks      $900
Project boxes      $100
Buttons      $50
Wire 16/2 (x 300’)      $300
overage      $750

total:     $3,280

ProPane UsaGe: $600/night 
regional event $600
Pyro optional  $300
Five nights at The Burn. $3,000

total:     $3,900 

Pyro anD BUrn:
Bleve Transportation      $850
100 gallons propane x$2.10  $210
Bleve upgrades and maintenance  $1,400
Fuel methanol 50 x8  $400
Fuel gasoline x 230 x 3.20 $750
mortars 8 inch x 40 x $40 $1,600
mortars 6 inch x40 $25.00 $1,000
road flares 1 case  $100
20 strobes  $100
1 silver fountain  $30
Wire 1500 ft  $150
100 electrical matches  $125
control box  $300
Black powder x 50 lbs x 10 dollars/pound  $500
Fiberglass resin supplies  $100
miscellaneous  $250
DG (Gravel): $250
overage: $500

total: $8,615

FUel DePoT:
2 x 4 planks $100
roofing      $300
4’ x 8’ Plywood (x8)     $300

mannequin      $150
Furniture and props     $200
Hinges      $30
Hardware      $250
overage     $500

total:     $1,830

TransPorTaTion:
Truck rental      $1,750
Gas      $500
crew food and expenses      $200
overage     $250

total:     $2,700

sWaG
stickers x 5,000      $400
Patches x 250      $400
medallions      $500
T-shirts     $600
other     $100

total:     $2,000

exPerience:
snack and Beverage     $200 
sound equipment {borrowed for the night)
costumes  (tBD)

total:  $200

Project as Proposed

total cost: $35,990



community inVolVemt

THe sTory oF THe leaKinG core 

in its inception nuclear Dream started as an idea for a core installation. The community 

got behind the concept and soon realized they would not do the project justice if they 

were to stay within the confines of core.  Through a vigorous democratic process filled  

with lengthy debates, we decided that this project would take all the philosophies of core, 

and create a non-core project that would represent our fabulous city. in a way, this is  

as appropriate as it is a metaphorical leak of the core; and who better to leak than a 

radioactive city like las vegas. nuclear Dream is their fallout project.

as mentioned this project relies on the entire las vegas community to come to life. The 

piece was designed by Boris Kostov who brought spiruvious to the 9 o’clock plaza in 2013. 

eric rebollo and mike Tedeschi who brought moma Fire to the Playa in 2012 have also 

joined the team. also there are numerous contributions already from others who have been 

involved in projects such as The Forgotten Forest and a large group of volunteers worked on 

the original las vegas core Project, lucky lady lucy. The amount of talent and skills that 

comprises the crew is top notch. With the immense experience and expertise that this 

community has this promises to be a memorable and inspiring installation.



teams:

carPenTry: This team will be responsible for creating the structure. 

if the community chooses to do one for the regional event, this 

team will be tasked with creating two structures simultaneously.

Fire: This team will be responsible for the design and installation of 

plumbing for the flame effects, operation of the flame effects while 

on site, and the burning of the sculpture. They will be responsible 

for perimeter and fire safety during the burn.  

loGisTics: The logistics team will be in charge of accounting  

for the project. They will be in charge of fundraising. They will be 

the ones that communicate with the BmorG and between the 

team leads. This team will also be responsible for arranging all 

transportation for the project. They will be the people that make 

the machine work together. 

liGHTinG/elecTrical: This team will be responsible for the creation 

of the lighting systems in the sculpture. They will design the leD strip 

system that will run along the vertical spines. They will be 

responsible for providing power for the neon sign, working with the 

vendor on the sign itself, and work directly with BoKo Fine art on 

the atomic chandelier. They will also be responsible for the 

hardware and electronics for the flame effect systems. 

exPerience: The experience team will be tasked with the events 

and parties associated with the project. They will provide the 

atmosphere. Bartender costumes. cocktail waitresses. DJ set 

production. in short everything that will set the mood. (not decor)

team structure

The project will need five teams of people with a team lead in each department. The 

teams will be formed based on skills from volunteers in the community. The team leads  

will assemble their teams and will be responsible for their part in the project and keeping 

their efforts on schedule and in budget. 



scheDule

This is only a tentative schedule. more details will be added as far as expectations from 

each team at each checkpoint.

nov 15TH  assiGnmenT oF Team leaDs      

Jan 11TH      FUnDraisinG laUncH

Jan 15TH      creWs BeGin WorK

Jan 31sT cHecKPoinT 1

FeB 15TH  DesiGn FinalizaTion

FeB 15TH  cHecKPoinT 2     

FeB 30TH      roUnD 1 FUnDraisinG enD

marcH 1sT      cHecKPoinT 3

marcH 15TH      cHecKPoinT 4

aPril 1sT     cHecKPoinT 5

aPril 1sT     enD oF roUnD 2 FUnDraisinG

aPril 15TH      cHecKPoinT 6

may 1sT      cHecKPoinT 7

may 15TH      cHecKPoinT 8  

   (scUlPTUre anD comPonenTs sHoUlD Be reaDy For local BUrn)

may 30TH (aPProximaTe)       sHoW aT reGional evenT

JUne 15TH      reGroUP, DeTermine nexT sTePs

JUly 1sT      cHecKPoinT 8 (rePairs anD UPGraDes)

JUly 1sT      enD oF roUnD 3 FUnDraisinG

JUly 15TH     cHecKPoinT 9 (rePairs anD UPGraDes)

aUGUsT 1sT     cHecKPoinT 10  lasT minUTe rePaiars

aUGUsT 15TH     cHecKPoinT 11 (Final cHecK, all sysTems Go)

aUGUsT 19TH     loaD scUlPTUre anD HeaD To Brc

aUGUsT 20TH     GeT PlaceD

aUGUsT 20-23rD      insTall scUlPTUre

aUGUsT 25-29TH     laTe niGHT cocKTail HoUr

aUGUsT 30TH      PrePare For BUrn 

aUGUsT 30TH (niGHT)     BUrn

aUGUsT 29TH     clean siTe )’(



Figure 1

3D rendering
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nuclear Dream neon
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atomic chandelier
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